SWR: Collaboration and Participation

Goal: 15/20

Exemplary (4)

Presents him or herself completely
prepared with all of the necessary
Readiness and
supplies. Organizes appropriate
Organization
materials in a logical and sequential
manner.

Level of
Engagement

Proactively develops and asks
appropriate questions, offers ideas,
and follows through with all plans;
utilizes time effectively, maintains
focus, and completes task.

Goal: Proficient (3)

Developing (2)

Beginning (1)

Presents him or herself prepared
with most of the necessary supplies.
Adequately organizes appropriate
materials.

Presents him or herself somewhat
prepared with some of the necessary
supplies. Attempts to organize
appropriate materials.

Does not come prepared with some
of the necessary supplies, and makes
little to no attempt to organize
appropriate materials.

Develops and asks appropriate
questions, offers ideas, and follows
through with most plans; utilizes
time adequately, maintains focus,
and completes task.

Attempts to develop and ask
appropriate questions, and
occasionally follows through with
plans; demonstrates awareness of
time constraints, and partially
completes task.

Does not attempt to develop and ask
appropriate questions, and rarely if
ever, follows through with plans;
does not demonstrate awareness of
time constraints, and does not
complete task.

Student has individual work
completed and investigates other
Responsibility opportunities to contribute. Does not
and
depend on others to complete the
Dependability work, and the responsibility is
shared.

Student has some of the individual
Student has all of individual work
work completed. Occasionally
completed Does not depend on
depends on others to complete the
others to complete the work, and the
work, while most of the
responsibility is shared.
responsibility is shared.

Student has little if any of the
individual work completed.
Frequently depends on others to
complete the work, while none or
almost none of the responsibility is
shared.

Always provides useful ideas and
supportive evidence and reasoning.
Teamwork and
Always contributes positively,
Asstance
supports the efforts of others, and
seeks help when needed.

Provides useful ideas, supportive
evidence, and reasoning. Contributes
positively and seeks help when
needed.

Attempts to provide useful ideas,
supportive evidence, and reasoning.
Contributes and occasionally seeks
help when needed.

Makes limited attempts, if any, to
provide ideas, supportive evidence,
and reasoning. Rarely contributes
and does not seek help when needed.

Consistenly has a positive attitude,
frequently listens to others, and
compromises when necessary.

Occasionally has a positive attitude, Rarely has a positive attitude or
occasionally listens to others, and
displays negativity, rarely listens to
compromises infrequently.
others, and refuses to compromise.

Respect for
Others

Consistenly has a positive attitude,
always listens to others, and
compromises when necessary.
Facilitates the group work.
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